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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

As noted by former U.S. Rep. Dr. Ron Paul in the video above, World Economic Forum (WEF)

founder Klaus Schwab and other globalist leaders substitute truth with their own opinions. They

decide what’s right and wrong; they decide what’s right for everyone. They dictate what’s "true" on

any given day.

Anyone who disagrees with them is an "enemy of the state" — they being "the state" or, more

accurately, the Deep State, the hidden power behind the apparent power of oJcial government.

Who are the members of this cabal? There’s no oJcial membership list, but over time many of the

individual players have become discernible.

The globalist cabal includes but is not limited to government heads, bankers and members of

nongovernmental organizations (NGO’s) and liberal think tanks around the world.

One way in which the cabal hides its undemocratic inQuence is by having its members in dozens of

different organizations. When several organizations agree on an issue, it makes it appear as though

there’s a majority view, a consensus. But in reality, it’s the same small group of individuals asserting

their agenda.

G20 Green-Light International Vaccine Passports

The G20, a group of 19 nations — including the U.S. — plus the European Union, recently held their

annual business meeting (B20) in Bali, Indonesia, where they declared that digital vaccine

passports, standardized by the World Health Organization, will be part of international pandemic

prevention and response moving forward.

Source: Council on Foreign Relations

Part of the policy declaration  reads:

"We support continued international dialogue and collaboration on the establishment of

trusted global digital health networks as part of the efforts to strengthen prevention and

response to future pandemics, that should capitalize and build on the success of the

existing standards and digital COVID-19 certiDcates."

The rule for standardized international vaccine passports will reportedly be introduced as a revision

to the international health regulations during the next World Health Assembly in Geneva.

What this means is that when the next pandemic is declared, only those who have this digital health

certi]cate will be allowed to move about freely and travel internationally. And, of course, only those

who have been appropriately tested and/or vaccinated will have a valid passport.

In addition to adopting an international digital vaccine passport, the G20 recommendations also

include the creation of guidelines for a globally coordinated response to crises, "enhanced by a

technology-enabled ‘always-on’ global health infrastructure," and a mutual recognition of COVID-19

vaccines made by G20 members.

Schwab Tells Us What the G20 Are All About

Aside from key government leaders, high-pro]le globalists such as Schwab were also in attendance

at the G20 meetings. In his B20 keynote address, Schwab highlighted the cabal’s agenda and

goals:

"What we have to confront is a deep, systemic and structural re-structuring of our world …

[The] world will look differently after we have gone through this transition process."

Part of that worldwide restructuring of society that the WEF, the G20 and many other organizations

are working in lockstep to achieve is the implementation of a global vaccine passport, which all of

the G20 members have now agreed to. In the case of the U.S., President Biden signed the

declaration despite the promises made by his White House COVID-19 Response Team leader, Jeff

Zients, who in April 2021 stated:

"Let me be clear that the government is not now, nor will we be supporting a system that

requires Americans to carry a credential. There'll be no federal vaccination database, no

federal mandate requiring everyone to obtain a single vaccination credential."

Basis for Vaccine Passports No Longer Exist

If you’re a rational person, you’re probably thinking, "But wait, the COVID jabs don’t prevent infection

or spread, so there’s no basis for vaccine passports anymore." Indeed, this fact has now been

established many times over. This alone proves beyond a shadow of a doubt that COVID vaccine

passports have nothing to do with public health or safety.

“ An international vaccine passport is the gateway
to complete totalitarian control, because the entire
control grid around a person gets tied together by
it.”

Their purpose is not to prevent or contain pandemics. They’re a control mechanism,  and a really

important one. Vaccine passports are THE gateway to complete, totalitarian control of the

populations of the world. The globalist cabal desperately needs everyone to have this passport,

because the entire control grid around a person gets tied together by it. This is why ]ghting for

informed consent is so crucial.

But how is the G20 getting around the obvious fact that the COVID passports are useless for their

stated purpose? They ignore it, and instead stress that everyone also needs a digital identity, and

this digital COVID certi]cate does both.

Outside their own circle, this rationale makes no sense whatsoever, but as noted by Dutch legal

philosopher Eva Vlaardingerbroek, the fact that vaccine passports are sold based on a fraudulent

premise is now "so obvious that they've thrown logic out the window."

Their decisions make no sense, and they have no intention of making them sensible. They’re

banking on being able to entrap us in their control system, at which point they’ll be able to tell you

the moon is made of cheese and you’ll have no way of correcting them without losing everything.

Digital Identity Is Total Surveillance to Control You

As reported by Sociable:

"In August, 2021, the World Health Organization (WHO) published a 99-page guide book

on the implementation of digital documentation of COVID-19 certiDcates, aka vaccine

passports, stating that ‘a health pass based solely on individual vaccination status may

increase the risk of disease spread.’

This is because the COVID-19 ‘vaccines’ were never proven to prevent transmission nor

infection, and it recently came to light in the European Parliament that PDzer never even

tested its product for stopping transmission. Despite this knowledge being publicly

available, the B20 is still recommending proof of vaccination as a means to travel …

Vaccine passports, by their very nature, serve as a form of digital identity, according to the

World Economic Forum (WEF). A digital identity encompasses everything that makes you

unique in the digital realm, and it is a system that can consolidate all of your most personal

intimate data, including which websites you visit, your online purchases, health records,

Dnancial accounts, and who you’re friends with on social media …

[D]igital identity schemes can give governments and corporations the power to incentivize,

coerce, or otherwise manipulate human behavior under a system of social credit. Digital

identities can be used to determine what products, services, and information are available

to us, and they can certainly be used by public and private entities to deny us that access."

Source: World Economic Forum

In March 2021, Naomi Wolf, author of "The End Of America," warned that accepting digital ID will be

the end of all freedom:

"I cannot say this forcefully enough: This is literally the end of human liberty in the West if

this plan unfolds as planned … Vaccine passports sound like a Dne thing if you don’t know

what those platforms can do.

I’m CEO of a tech company, I understand what this platform does. It’s not about the vaccine,

it’s not about the virus, it’s about data. And once this rolls out you don’t have a choice about

being part of the system. What people have to understand is that any other functionality

can be loaded onto that platform with no problem at all."

Liberty Counsel Founder and Chairman Mat Staver has also issued a warning, saying:

"Digital health or vaccine passports along with tracking and tracing apps present a serious

threat to freedom. Vaccine passports and tracking apps are about collecting data and

control. The vaccine passport is being promoted worldwide to limit a person’s ability to

leave home, work, shop, dine, travel, attend a public event, or even worship.

COVID is being used to advance this dangerous threat to freedom. We must never accept

vaccine passports or tracking apps as the new normal. The implications for freedom are

signiDcant."

Vaccine Passports Are Gateway for Complete Financial Control

When vaccine passports ]rst became a topic of international discussions, many of us saw the

writing on the wall and warned that such an implementation would become a tool for complete

]nancial and physical control, and would automatically eliminate basic human rights and freedoms.

At the time, we were labeled crazy conspiracy theorists, but it didn’t take long before our worst

fears were con]rmed. Your vaccine passport will be your digital identity (as con]rmed by the WEF),

and to that digital identity they plan to add a programmable central bank digital currency (CBDC)

and a social credit score. These plans are not a conspiracy theory. They’re out in the open.

When you add all of those ingredients together — vaccine requirements for maintaining a valid

passport, a digital identity, a social credit score and programmable CBDCs — you end up with a

control grid that will eliminate your freedom to live life according to your own desires.

Even your diet can then be dictated by these megalomaniacs. They’re hell-bent on eliminating your

ability to eat meat, for example. The whole world, especially the Western world, must transition to

insect protein, they say. Meanwhile, you will not ]nd meal worms and crickets on the menus at their

globalist gatherings.  No, insect protein is for the expendables.

COVID Is Used as a Path to Global Financial Surveillance

Once vaccine passports/digital identity and CBDCs are in place, the global cabal will be able to

control your physical movements, behaviors and purchases based on how well you conform to their

ideals, no matter how irrational, immoral, unethical, unfair or dangerous those may be. As reported

by The Daily Sceptic:

"It’s seemed evident for a while that the current Dat monetary system is, at best, unstable.

At worst, it’s a Ponzi scheme whose time has expired. If that’s the case, I suspect the

central bankers and 0.1% know this and might be prepared to usher in the new system

before the old one collapses on itself — even as they loot it on the way down with the most

signiDcant wealth transfer in human history.

To anyone who pays attention to these trends, it seems evident that Central Bank Digital

Currency (CBDC) will be that new system. Every indication is that CBDC’s arrival is

imminent. [November 15, 2022], several global banks announced a partnership with the

New York Federal Reserve to pilot digital dollars  …
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G20 Signs Declaration for International Vaccine Passport
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola " Fact Checked

The G20, a group of 19 nations — including the U.S. — plus the European Union, recently held their annual business meeting (B20) in Bali, Indonesia,

where they declared that a digital vaccine passport, standardized by the World Health Organization, will be part of international pandemic prevention

and response moving forward

#

The rule for standardized international vaccine passports will be introduced as a revision to the international health regulations during the next World

Health Assembly in Geneva

#

The G20 recommendations also include the creation of guidelines for a globally coordinated response to crises, “enhanced by a technology-enabled

‘always-on’ global health infrastructure,” and a mutual recognition of COVID-19 vaccines made by G20 members

#

President Biden signed the declaration despite the promises made by his White House COVID-19 Response Team leader, Jeff Zients, who in April

2021 stated, "Let me be clear that the government is not now, nor will we be supporting a system that requires Americans to carry a [vaccination]

credential”

#

The fact that the COVID shots do not prevent spread of infection has now been established many times over. This alone proves that vaccine

passports are not for the purpose of containing epidemics. An international vaccine passport is the gateway to complete totalitarian control, because

the entire control grid around a person gets tied together by it
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New York Federal Reserve to pilot digital dollars  …

From my vantage point, it’s impossible to overstate the risk presented by CBDC. Whether

it’s a utopian vision based on good intentions or a sinister plot to crush our sovereignty, the

result may be the same: control. A Central Bank Digital Currency has all the downsides of

Dat money, plus the added layers of surveillance and programmability overseen by the

state.

So many people on Team Reality have likely felt like dissidents over the last few years

simply for challenging anything beyond the herd mentality … Imagine a monetary system

with features baked-in to socially engineer how we live. For example:

• Health: ‘You didn’t take your booster … you’re not allowed in public spaces.’

• Energy: ‘You used your energy allotment this month … your electric car won’t start.’

• Food: ‘You ate too much meat this week … your money is only good for plants (or bugs).’

• Savings: ‘If you don’t take your rations soon … your money will expire at the end of the

month.’

• Free Speech: ‘You shared info that we disagree with … our algorithm is Dning you.’ (PayPal

has already started doing this) …

As we saw with the lockdowns, China is the model emulated in the west. Like the creep

towards health-related authoritarian measures, unelected globalists with Dnancial interests

lurk in the background …

If you have yet to notice, a primary theme of the last three-plus years (at least) is ‘freedom

vs. control’, so it’s not hyperbole to suggest that the future must be decentralized if we

want to ensure our children grow up in a free world."

Globalists Have Overplayed Their Hand

If there’s a silver lining in all of this, it’s that the globalist cabal — the "deep state" that pulls the

strings of governments around the world, the hidden power that is making decisions that are

devastating for the entire world — overplayed their hand during COVID, exposing their heinous

ideologies and plans for all the world to see. As noted by Maajid Nawaz in an interview this past

summer (video above):

"When dogma deDnes your behavior you’re no longer looking at reality … so you’re going to

be less pragmatic … That leaves serious blind spots. You end up not seeing reality for what

it is, and that is why they ended up overplaying their hand. They’re not looking to reality,

they’re looking to their dream, their ideal, which is actually a nightmare.

One great thing that happened during COVID is they overplayed their hand. They exposed

themselves … There’s now very little doubt, among those who have heard of the World

Economic Forum, that it’s attempting to incuence how we do government and politics …

Why do we have an unelected bureaucrat, and a foreign one at that, telling us how to live

our lives …? It doesn’t make sense. But then we go further. Why do they all seem to be

beholden to this unelected foreign bureaucrat? Why do they all appear to be doing this

man’s bidding? … Why can’t they just say no?"

As noted by Nawaz, the government leaders who are not saying no to Schwab for some reason

cannot say no, likely because they’ve been compromised. Compromising and blackmailing oJcials

on behalf of the globalist cabal was Jeffrey Epstein’s specialty, and there’s no reason to assume

their secrets died with him.

Those with cleaner records may have been threatened into compliance. I would add a third

possibility, and that is that they’re in on it because they share the globalists ideals, which include

not only top-down authoritarianism but also transhumanism and eugenics. A fourth possibility is

self-preservation. They may simply want to secure their own position within the ruling echelon in

the new world of "have it alls" and "have nothings."

We Now Know What They’re Capable Of

Whatever the incentive, the problem they now all face is the fact that they’ve prematurely exposed

themselves and their plans. They’ve also exposed how far they’re willing to go. For example, we

know they’re willing to seize your bank account and close down your ability to transact over

something as minor as making a donation to a cause they don’t like or posting "wrong"-think on

social media — and that’s without the bene]t of CBDCs!

So, they’ve already shown us what they WILL do once CBDCs are in place. The only difference is

that penalties can then be automated. Is this a world you want to live in? Is this what you want for

your children and grandchildren? If not, it’s your duty to be the resistance.

Adults today are the last generation that will be able to prevent this global tyranny. If we do nothing,

our children will be ensconced in a digital prison they won’t be able to break free from. So, we

cannot leave it to them. It’s up to us. So, when CBDCs are rolled out, we must reject them, no matter

how inconvenient that might be. When vaccine passports are rolled out, we must reject them,

despite the limitations that might bring.

In 2021, countless people were coerced into taking the jabs because they wanted to travel, fearing

travel bans for the unvaccinated would be permanent. Well, they weren’t, because enough people

pushed back.

We may have to endure limitations if we refuse the coming international vaccine passport, but if

enough people around the world refuse, the system won’t work, and those limitations will prove to

be temporary. The only way any of the globalists plans can become permanent is if we do as we’re

told and go along with them.
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"As reported by Sociable:10 "In August, 2021, the World Health Organization (WHO) published a 99-page guide book11 on the

implementation of digital documentation of COVID-19 certi]cates, aka vaccine passports, stating that a health pass based solely on

individual vaccination status may increase the risk of disease spread.’ You better believe it. I mean, if the "vaccine" (genetic

modi]cation shot...I can't and won't call it "Therapy", because it is just the opposite) is intended to reduce symptoms (That's another

lie), without reducing infection or spread of disease....*****DRUMROLL!!!

Well you better believe that there are asymptomatic carriers walking around, en masse!

nypost.com/2020/11/24/moderna-boss-says-covid-shot-not-proven-to-stop-..  Going to work, arrogantly thinking they are immune,

believing that they can mingle with everybody! By contrast, the un"vaccinated' will not feel well and hence, will stay home and seek

bedrest!***** "Vaccinated" people can walk and Qy freely, to prevent COVID spread? The un-"vaccinated" are unsafe to be around?

They've got it exactly backward! What FOOLS these mortals be!!! My god.
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PS pssst, shhhh, we just don't ask people this....if the "vaccines" are so darned effective, why must the "vaccinated" feel

compelled to wear (an unsafe www.bitchute.com/search/?query=masks%20are%20not%20safe&kind=video  and ineffective

www.bitchute.com/.../cOQ5MFKER7AQ  ) mask around un-"vaccinated" people? Why must they take ongoing booster shots, one

after the next? Why are quadruple "vaccinated" people coming down with COVID (and cancer)? People aren't really thinking, are

they? What fools these mortals be... All this world's a stage, and we are all part of The Great Tragi-Commedia Act. And this is

not any dress rehearsal!
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Very FOOLS , Mirandola, and of course very deadly if they are injected with the biological weapon of COVID. This process

implies the promotion of global digital identity schemes that comply with the standards dictated by the World Health

Organization (WHO). “We recognize the importance of sharing technical standards and veri]cation methods, under the 2005

IHR [International Health Regulations]... to facilitate seamless international travel, interoperability, and recognition of digital and

non-digital solutions, including proof of vaccination”, it reads. the joint declaration of the G20. The IHR developed by the WHO to

respond to global pandemics, include the strengthening of disease surveillance measures at border crossings and the

introduction of global health documents, including international vaccination certi]cates.

"Let's get a digital health certi]cate recognized by the WHO," said Indonesian Health Minister Gunadi Sadikin, who says the

purpose of a global digital passport for the COVID-19 vaccine is to facilitate international movement. The truth is that COVID-19

vaccine passports, and various other forms of digital identity schemes, are an invasion of privacy that allow governments and

corporations to coerce human behavior including social credit.

Journalist Nick Corbishley, who writes about economic and political trends in Europe and Latin America, has warned that

vaccine passports may lead to the implementation of a global digital identity scheme that will threaten privacy and freedom

around the world. “It is a control society. Wherever you want to go, you have to show your mobile phone, your identity even if it's

just to enter a supermarket or enter a store,” he told EpochTV's “Crossroads” program.

www.theepochtimes.com/g-20-promotes-who-standardized-global-vaccine-pa..  (11/17/2022)
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Guillermou, if and only if it goes so far as to require a vax pass just to enter a store, I will hire or trade labor with someone to go

shopping for me. They can't deprive us of food, that is murder in plain sight, as plain as day. People can and will press charges

for that, and I hope that they do. If you can't sue bigpHARMa, then sue (or better yet, press charges against) the individuals!

Same goes for the WHO, CDC, FDA, Fauci, et al.....I will not be cowed by such fear-based messages, sorry to break it to you,

Guillermou et al! Oh and by the way, if the Feds want to require a vax pass to buy food, then hand them the bill for the hired help

to shop for you!
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Yes, COVID-19 "vaccines" have never been shown to prevent transmission or infection, and it recently came to light in the

European Parliament that P]zer has not even tested their product to stop transmission. Digital identity schemes can give

governments and corporations the power to incentivize, coerce, or manipulate human behavior under a social credit system.

Digital identities can be used to determine what products, services, and information are available to us, and they can certainly

be used by public and private entities to deny us that access.

The unelected architects of the great reset agenda are racing towards a global system of social credit through

all-encompassing biometric digital identity schemes. The WEF's unelected globalists say vaccine passports are a form of digital

identity, with plans to expand to include your credit history and online behaviour. They have done nothing to prevent the spread

of COVID-19, since vaccines have never been shown to prevent transmission, and people still get sick after multiple doses.

Even the World Health Organization said that vaccine passports "may increase the risk of disease spread" for this very reason.

Alternative credit scoring is launched, which takes into account an individual's social behavior, both online and ozine, in the

crediting process while relying heavily on telecom data.

sociable.co/government-and-policy/covid-vaccine-passports-increase-ris..  .----

sociable.co/government-and-policy/globalists-embrace-social-media-loca..  .------
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Guillermou, the solution there is to live ozine as much as possible. Unlike myself and all of us here, posting away on the

forum....but we do wish to support the work of Dr Mercola eh? The answer there is, yes. As for myself, I never did consent, and

never will, to gathering of information of me and my house, papers and effects. To allege that we consent, is holding a crystal

ball to our brain, ruling and acting based on intangible thoughts, which are projected by the convenience of the mind reader. It is

time to topple the nonsense at last. If the government says I have to do a summersault, I do not have to do such a thing! If they

say I think certain thoughts, they are ludicrous, out in left ]eld. And if they rule, act based on such mind reading, they are fools

again. Real utter fools. I do not consent, and I never did! How about YOU dear reader? Coercion is Not consent....Never!
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Guillermou, you wrote: "it recently came to light in the European Parliament that P]zer has not even tested their product to stop

transmission." What Tom Foolery! The government is far behind those of us who have actually done our research! Conspiracy

theory? Hahahaha!!! That very assertion is actually something to laugh at. Eventually, even the government will have to admit

the truth....seems that this tide is already turning, given the above admission, and this here

palexander.substack.com/.../us-military-doctor-testi]es-she  . Good! More shall be revealed.....and they know it, and they are

very afraid of the truth coming to light!

~~~~ As for the vax and its passport to enable freedom of movement, the brain dead might consider (imagine that?) that to be

free to move, they must (note that word) take the vax....and this is Not freedom at all! It is bullying and coercion! Hence, the

purpose of the vax passport is Not to enable freedom of movement! Wherever there is freedom of movement, such a thing

would not be required! Instead, very clearly its intended purpose is to CURTAIL freedom of movement....until people comply,

under duress and virtual gunpointing! Is that really freedom of movement? The government is discrediting itself...severely!
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mirandola, everything is so backwards one needs a mirror to attempt to get around.
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When all money becomes digital, you will not be able to give someone cash or ANY money to buy food. There will not be a court

who will take your lawsuit. And no government is very afraid of the truth coming to light. They could not care less. When they

recently "grilled" Trudeau and said it looks like you are afraid of the people, he snickered and almost laughed out loud at the

notion.
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The globalist cabal is nothing but Qat-out evil. They just want to either control or eliminate the ones that they can't.  I will NOT

comply! As Mikki Willis says; Rebellion! (Rebel Lion).  They can push all they want; if enough of us push back, they cannot

succeed.
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It's all a brainwashing tactic. Just reverse the logic on them the next time they use the words “reduce symptoms”. Tell them you

never had any symptoms, and you are not vaccinated. Therefore, using their method of reasoning would imply that the vaccines

cause Covid-19 and/or covid-19 symptoms. See how they respond to that. I bet they become unhinged.
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Thank you all! BrianAllen, why do the powers that be recruit the media to brainwash the public? Because they know that public

sentiment has HUGE power, and they care very much about that! Let's not forget that the Iron Curtain fell as soon as the masses

protested! JamNJim, absolutely brilliant! Thank you for that. And again, thank you all! I will be interested to see what others

have to say too. Warm welcome!
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another approach. Spend some of the many hours writing, reading, linking, and preaching to the choir with comments on this

site by taking to the streets in your towns. Use your ingenuity with signage to get the message to people not on this site. I am 81

years old and have spent more than 100 hours with signage on the streets in my eclectic village this year. Not always

comfortable with the heat, cold, and Qip off from motorists but we are getting the message out to a lot of uninformed!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/30/2022 2:31:46 PM
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Otis101 great suggestion, taking it to the street, make it a real signage street ]ght..Now with that salient recommendation I

have to baptise you, therefore effective immediately you my good sir shall now be called Otis102..Placard their collective

rasses.. Honk if you think Otis 102 is on the ball..cheers

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/30/2022 4:30:27 PM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Otis101 thank you for your great suggestion. I support you in your call! Segstar this is not about "A real street ]ght" I hereby

identify you as up to no good and a troll. Please leave this forum and do not post to my threads, thank you.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/30/2022 11:40:43 PM
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mirandola ]rst off when I'm posting from my phone it is hard to tell who I'm responding to..In this case I was responding to otis

not you..Secondly I wasn't aware that this was YOUR site.. Question how do you know that I'm a troll...And what give you the

right to tell people who can respond to anyone's post ? Again this was in response to my friend Otis NOT you, so not sure why

you got your $#@$ twisted in a wad

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/1/2022 8:17:40 PM
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RichJedi
Joined On 8/17/2006 1:23:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Alex Jones and others were SCREAMING That this was coming for nearly TWO DECADES but instead in looking into his information as

I did, everyone choose to be a FOOL and only RIDICULE The Messenger because they didn't like how the message was delivered, or

what he looked like etc! Fools!  Alex Jones, Jesse Ventura, Mike and others warned people for at least teen years before and longer

that they were planning this!! rumble.com/vj0wxt-conspiracy-theory-government-plan-to-kill-with-covid..

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/30/2022 1:17:02 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, on an episode of "The Alex Jones Show." breaking down the 10 dangerous ideas pushed by the WEF and its founder,

German economist Klaus Schwab, Jones referenced a Vigilant Citizen article titled "The 10 Scariest, Most Dystopian Things

Pushed By The World Economic Forum." The June 1 article noted that the WEF, through its annual meetings in the city of Davos

in Switzerland, “attempts to legitimize and normalize its inQuence in the democratic nations of the world by having a panel of

world leaders attend and speak in the event". Jones noted the WEF's desire for surveillance and control, as described in the

things he advocates.

THE TOP 10 CREEPIEST AND MOST DYSTOPIAN THINGS PUSHED BY THE WEF. vigilantcitizen.com/.../top-10-insane-wef  .-----

www.brighteon.com/4b3d9f02-f896-4569-8401-8157477921e5  .--- Privacy, freedom are lost with people's ignorance and

submission to the tyranny of authority. The culprits of this situation meet in Davos, they are the control of the G20 to continue

with the strategies of disinformation, manipulation and control, to establish social credit. The passports are part of a

psychological strategy to convince people of the goodness of being controlled as a previous step of a total mental control of

people on their way to the Great Reset.

Those of us who search for the "truth" still have this ability to think for ourselves and ]nd information that sets the course for

true science and freedom. This is not about rational thinking, it is about modern psychological operations run by governments,

global forums like the UN and WHO, and the WEF. Hitler's Basic Principles have been used against us and, in particular, have

been used against "anti-vaccine" and "anti-passport" doctors, scientists and lawyers who have spoken out against the

totalitarian practices of the WEF, CDC, governments and the narratives approved by the WHO in a total control of Health

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/30/2022 2:39:06 AM
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Lou321
Joined On 8/18/2022 5:05:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is true....for more than 10 years Alex Jones has been waking people up.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/30/2022 4:12:46 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not "everyone". You are not alone; and you're absolutely correct...we were being warned about the New World Order a couple of

decades ago. There is really no excuse! I recall watching this episode. "Coincidentally", that was the same year that I noticed the

overly aggressive push to vaccinate everyone and that year, I made the decision to never take any vaccine - ever again!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/30/2022 9:02:09 AM
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe if Alex Jones was not a profane, ]lthy mouthed buffoon, many would have listened. I only had to watch his obscene rant

about Michelle Obama to never listen to him again. He is an embarrassment to anyone trying to survive this sewer. The ]re gets

hotter every time he takes the name of God to his lips.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/30/2022 9:18:55 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jeremiah, Your prejudices are showing!! During the beginning of the plandemic, Alex hosted one of the few platforms

interviewing and giving reasonable assessments of this current "horror show". He hosted Dr. Richard Fleming, Dr Peter

McCullough to Prof Desmet, Dr Ryan Cole, Del BigTree, and Dr Robt Malone and many more. Unless people can overcome a few

of their human foibles, inQicted pain from "elites with private jets" in power may continue until pain gets all too real for most.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/30/2022 9:31:21 AM
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Hercster
Joined On 1/6/2021 8:14:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Maybe if Alex Jones was not a profane, ]lthy mouthed buffoon, many would have listened"  This is how disinformation is used

to discredit the truth. Alex Jones is controlled opposition. And he very successfully hid what is seen easily with eyes wide open

with his behaviour.  After all, who wants to be associated with a profane, ]lty mouthed buffon eh.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/30/2022 9:54:03 AM
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OMG, your Alex Jones video was incredible, and Alex Jones was a nice looking thin guy back in 2009, everyone needs to see

this, as I suspect we all hold on to the hope this is all imagined....

rumble.com/vj0wxt-conspiracy-theory-government-plan-to-kill-with-covid..   and did I imagine it, or did they say Hillary is at the

helm?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/30/2022 12:19:17 PM
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chuxtuff
Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At least 10 years!! They can talk about Elon Musk being so Pro Free Speech all they want but until Alex Jones is reinstated on

Twitter it's just more Marxist BS that's the polar opposite of Free Speech and/or the Truth. So when Alex Jones returns to

Twitter so will I. Until then I'll avoid Twitter like it's the jab!!!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/30/2022 2:57:04 PM
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jest two decades, how about 2 thousand years, no,?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/30/2022 4:32:43 PM
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esther03
Joined On 8/5/2013 10:09:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You’re the very best, Dr. Mercola. Thank you.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/30/2022 1:09:41 PM
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

White House COVID-19 Response Team leader, Jeff Zients, who in April 2021 stated: "Let me be clear the government is not now, nor

will we be supporting a system requiring Americans to carry a credential. There'll be no FEDERAL vaccination database, no FEDERAL

mandate requiring everyone to obtain a single vaccination credential." The operative here, deQect, distract, gaslight wordplay - there

will be no FEDERAL. It isn't a FEDERAL push, this is a Global Initiative. More wordplay, 'you get the Jab/s for others,' implying for your

family, friends, community. The reality? It Is for Others - the WEF organization, the WHO, the Globalists who would be dictators reviving

the Monarchies of Old - Feudalism, top-down total control DICTATORSHIP.

All reigned in through the Digital, already in use, in play. Already oppressive, already to aggressively intrusive. For many it's obviously

too Centralized now, so now consider how intense their actions will be in the future. Already the people of China are in what amounts

to once unimaginable protest. What do the High Priest of 'The Allowed Truth' promote - solidarity with the Chinese Peoples and their

ANTI Covid restrictions. Talking heads who can't possibly be oblivious to the hypocrisy of their reporting.

A complete Qip from the piles of Bull Spit they have been shoveling at us for the last three years. Legacy Media doesn't need journalist,

just useful idiot actors who have the mistaken belief they are not on the cull list of billions. As much as possible, ditch the digital -

build real wealth Local, Local, Local. P.S. The last clip brings up a very important question; Why Can't those in public oJce say - no???

What is being held over the individuals, institutions or even nations? No - it is the most important means of resistance.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/30/2022 5:22:57 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, JUST, dictatorship, fascism and communism for the control and implementation of social credit. The White House is a

factory of lies, course changes and contradictions: safe and effective” “vaccinated do not infect” “no passports”.. Now the Chief

Resident's COVID-19 coordinator, Ashish Jha, a native of India, has pushed for a new covid "vaccine passport" scheme because

he claims "we are nowhere near the end of this pandemic." Just when it seemed that the nightmare might ]nally be ending due

to the conQict in Ukraine, Jha, the current dean of the Brown University School of Public Health, arrives.

Jha has repeatedly praised NIAID's Tony Fauci. calling her his personal "role model". The corporate-controlled media routinely

features Jha as a guest, allowing him to proclaim his love for Fauci, vaccines, and now vaccine passports, which he believes will

"beat COVID-19." “Vaccination certi]cates are needed so that full participation in society for all can be restored,” Jha wrote in an

April 28, 2021 op-ed for The Economist. thenationalpulse.com/2022/03/17/bidens-new-covid-coordinator-urges-vac..  .------

The reality is very different from the propaganda of the WEF, G20 and the White House.

Humanity is governed by globalist elites that mark a fascist state that classi]es the good and trustworthy, from the "bad"

deserving of punishment. It is the world turned upside down to achieve the purposes of the WEF with the Great Reset. The

media are a pandemic of misinformation, in their support of mass-forming psychosis. The technology that Orwell is

establishing by the authoritarian governments that obey the slogans of the globalist elites are steps already taken by China and

that are now emerging with force in the US and in the world.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/30/2022 5:58:33 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Passports, surveillance cameras, implants with microchips are part of a transhumanist world where robotics, genetic

engineering, nanotechnology, modi]ed organisms, nanobots and arti]cial intelligence are part of a humanity that has lost its

essence, the soul, the essential spirit of human being. It is total control that begins in schools where children learn to be

dependent on a world governed to create submission to the wishes of the globalist elite. When the decision is between going on

just to get along or challenging the system and risking it all, many choose the former.

With social credit, they will be exposed to being expelled from their profession and their belongings with only a camera

watching their actions. dailysceptic.org/2022/02/20/scientists-reluctant-to-study-vaccine-side..   It is total control that begins

in schools where children learn to be dependent on a world governed to create submission to the wishes of the globalist elite.

Everything is monitored including purchases, most of which are now done electronically, and habits.

Whether a person is smoking on a train, jaywalking, all activity is logged and recorded. When the decision is between going on

just to get along or challenging the system and risking it all, many choose the former. With social credit, they will be exposed to

being expelled from their profession and their belongings with only a camera watching their actions.

dailysceptic.org/2022/02/20/scientists-reluctant-to-study-vaccine-side..   (02/20/2022)
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

juststeve, why can't those in public oJce just say no? Probably because they and their loved ones want to remain alive.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/30/2022 6:29:21 AM
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brian, yup, ]rst in line just after the main meal of the unwashed are consumed. Useful idiots.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/30/2022 6:48:20 AM
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smi7896
Joined On 10/5/2017 2:10:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This probably seems like I'm giving up, but I think being alive today, to see all this destruction of a democracy is historic. We're

all so involved and kind of scared. I guess I'm too old to worry a whole lot and seem to enjoy watching how everything pans out.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/30/2022 7:39:30 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brian; are you insinuating that these scum would resort to murder? Oh, wait! That's exactly what the nanobot shots are doing!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The evidence projects that Putin does not want Globalism, nor G20 passports. A relaxed and humorous Putin spoke for more

than an hour in his opening remarks and then answered questions for another two and a half hours of the audience. In response

to a question, he assessed the sanity of White House advisers who "would screw up relations with China while supplying billions

worth of weapons to Ukraine in a ]ght against Russia... Frankly, I don't know why they are doing this... Are you sane? It seems

like this is completely going against common sense and logic This is just crazy!” The Russian president emphasized several

points that elaborated his views.

First, he observed that US/Western hegemony “denies the sovereignty of countries and peoples, their identity and uniqueness,

and disregards the interests of other states[The] rules-based world order” only empowers those who they make the “rules”. All
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and disregards the interests of other states[The] rules-based world order” only empowers those who they make the “rules”. All

others must obey or face the consequences. Putin explained that Russia is an "independent and original civilization" that "has

never considered itself an enemy of the West." Moscow “simply defends its right to exist and develop freely. At the same time,

we ourselves are not seeking to become some kind of new hegemonic power.” He then provided his analysis of what is

unfolding, saying that the world is facing a global storm that no one can ignore.

“We are at a historic milestone, ahead of what is probably the most dangerous, unpredictable and important decade since the

end of World War II. We can decide “either continue to accumulate a load of problems that will inevitably crush us all, or try

together to ]nd solutions, even if they are imperfect, but that work, capable of making our world more secure and stable”.

www.globalresearch.ca/vladimir-putin-vision-multipolar-world/5800695  (11/29/2022)
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Mpup321
Joined On 11/5/2021 7:28:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone that would trust a three-letter agency or government that openly lies to them, blissfully steps into the darkness. Man's

knowledge and wisdom is Qeeting, God's Word eternal. No Jesus, no peace. Know Jesus, know peace.
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Helena442
Joined On 9/12/2022 7:58:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If we don’t stop talking about vcns and become quickly educated on the 5and 6G technology/towers large and small, low satellites and

led light and blue light from our computers. If we don’t stop buying and upgrading. We will not get anywhere. They’ve diverted you from

the real threat and their real necessity. And what has been making us sick since electricity’s inception. Now with surveillance and far

more dangerous to our health. A commie depopulists dream. I beg enough about the vcns as evil as they are. We’re missing exactly

what they want us to. Yes, read The Invisible Rainbow asap and watch takebackyourpower.net, watch Barrie Trower 3 hour talk on

Wi-Fi on Rumble. Follow Dr. Jack Kruise.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/30/2022 3:02:59 PM
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sandhill1
Joined On 12/5/2012 3:37:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When challenging something try to see its basis of its attack. Is the birth reduction to be complained of as an error of the vaccines, or

as an intentional policy  alluded to by Catherine Austin Fitts for "economic" reasons?

rescue.substack.com/.../the-missing-babies-of-europe
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, the depopulation announced by Bill Gates and supported by the WEF is underway. In addition, the children that are born are

breastfed with breast milk that contain lipid nanoparticles with mRNA. The federal government's approach has created a major

public health crisis, all because no real science was used to support these chemical injections. CDC Director Rochelle Walensky,

who on September 24, 2021 responded to a question about whether Fauci Qu vaccines are safe while breastfeeding with the

following: “There is no bad time to get vaccinated. Get vaccinated while you are thinking of having a baby, before you are

thinking of having a baby, while you are pregnant with your baby, or after you have delivered your baby.” “Researchers speculated

that the mRNA-containing lipid nanoparticles, once injected into the arm, are transported via the lymphatic system to the

mammary glands and expressed in breast milk,” reports Dr. Maryanne Demasi, PhD, in the Substack of it.

A recent article by British sociologist Robert Dingwall reminds us of the underlying principle of clinical primum non nocere; the

]rst duty of a doctor is to do no harm. “Emergency conditions do not justify the abandonment of the precautionary principle. If

the action is urgent, but the bene]ts and harms are uncertain, then the actions or innovations should be temporary, provisional,

and closely monitored with a view to withdrawing or stopping them if their bene]ts are not proportional to their harms.

Pandemic policies would have looked very different if the precautionary principle had been applied correctly.

maryannedemasi.substack.com/p/]nding-mrna-in-breast-milk-typi]es  (11/22/2022)
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Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guillermou, speaking of contaminated breast milk, you are absolutely correct. SOmeone I know, who did not want to take the

injection but felt she must to keep her business alive, asked her doctor about the impact of her own "Vaccine" on her nursing,

two month old baby. She said that the (idiot) doctor told her, that the "vaccine" would increase the baby's immunity! Oh what

fools, what idiots in white coats! The bay was puking (vomiting) for two days! Welcome to newborn life ,]rst impressions are the

deep ones at that tender and impressionable age!

Thank goodness that kid has the most loving family in the world, but I pity that baby for its unnecessary exposure to such

awfulness. And---imagine this? The mother still gets colds! After being "vaccinated!" Aren't we all merely mortals? Isn't the very

notion of pure immunity by "vaccine" one of grandiose ideas? It's time for people to GET REAL! NOBODY escapes illness or

death in this life, and I am sorry to break the "News".

And I also am sorry if it is unhappy "news", worrisome or inconvenient. But it remains ]rm and in stone, nonetheless. Can we

really stamp out a virus...at all? And must we all cease to live a quality life, must we all hide in order to theoretically dodge it?

Can we dodge it, and is that expectation realistic? Or is it merely unrealistic idealism at work? I believe in living with caution with

COVID, but I also do not believe in living in fear.

There is a big difference between caution and fear, OCD, etc....It is, to repeat, time for people to GET REAL, and life LIFE ON

LIFE"S TERMS! We are, to bookend, merely mortals....I do not intend to be insensitive, but I speak the truth. The spin-off

dynamics of the fear of the virus, are what are REALLY insensitive! Caution is merited, but not hiding in a cave for fear, with

unrealistic idealism fueling the false expectation of dodging or stamping out a virus! Lotsa luck! Has it worked? (And has it

stopped the falsi]cation of the death records?)
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Sandhill1, I fully believe that the WHO, Fauci et al, are fully knowledgeable of...A) physiology, B) chemistry, C) immunity (healthy

and unhealthy, and even destructive autoimmunity) and the impacts of the "Vax" and its interaction with A, B, and C above.
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sandhill1
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Mirandola wrote: " I fully believe that the WHO, Fauci et al, are fully knowledgeable of...A) physiology, B) chemistry, C) immunity

(healthy and unhealthy, and even destructive autoimmunity) and the impacts of the "Vax" and its interaction with A, B, and C

above." We need to ]ght their intentions, which would be?
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Gui, my best guess is that they want to exterminate the old and chronically ill. The healthy among adults and kids being born

now will be used for AI to form their army. We used to believe these ideas were far fetched. Not so much.
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gardenmad
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I see the population dwindling to a very small number of people. The live births are down, fertility is about 50% less than it was a

few years ago and more people are dying suddenly. So overall the population is getting less at an accelerated rate. If they keep

vaccinating the old people they will die prematurely as well. Worse still is that a lot of young healthy ]t people, in the prime of

their lives and contributing to society, are dying suddenly. What will be left but silly little snow Qakes who are easily manipulated

and propagandized to conform to the agenda without question.
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM
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Garden, unvaccinated blood and sperm will be the most valuable currency in the world very soon.(only clean drinking water will

be worth more) But we have to defeat this evil we are surrounded by ]rst.  Yes, the population reduction goal was 85-95% and

they failed massively but bragged in June that they succeeded at 50% at the WEF meeting.  A very heavy push is soon to arrive

to increase that %.
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jamNjim
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Both Bill Gates and Fauci are on record saying the world is overpopulated and that population reduction is necessary.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Xmen please provide a link to US) 2020/03/01 - HHS Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) COVID-19 Emergency

Declaration Blanket Waivers for Health Care Providers. I want to see it. Thank you.
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Mirandola: bailiwicknews.substack.com/p/american-domestic-bioterrorism-program#%C..
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Joined On 3/29/2021 5:34:31 AM
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Judy Mitkovits comments in interview with Mark Taliano: "This idea of dysregulation of gene expression plays a key part in

understanding the infection of the SARS-Cov-2 virus as opposed to the disease Covid-19. A key part in how the Covid-19 disease is

being misrepresented is the media saying: A person can be infected with Covid-19 disease without having the disease. This is wrong.

If a person is infected with a virus without having the disease, they have immunity. This can help others." "If you are asymptomatic, you

are by de]nition not coughing and spreading coronavirus droplets on people.

That is not how it works [she is arguing that the idea of the asymptomatic carrier is a deliberate lie]." Right, Mirandola & Guillermo, they

have it backwards, but this is probably their intent. When it comes to just the vaccinated being able to travel internationally, it will help

spread the disease among the jabbed, requiring more boosters (in their twisted minds) and furthering their depopulation agenda.

Meanwhile, Big Pharma keeps raking it in.
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Yes, DIANNA, it should be the other way around. VAXX-FREE PASSPORTS - THE MORE LOGICAL MEASURE. Joe Biden told the

world that the unvaccinated were facing a “winter of severe illness and death” and that getting vaccinated was the only real

protection against the Omicron variant. He was reproducing the tired old narrative that the unvaccinated are sick and put others

at risk. In fact, the opposite of this is closer to the truth. Security would be further enhanced by requiring proof of not having

received certain vaccinations, so to speak, vaxx-free passports. With the pharmaceutical industry heavily inQuencing US health

policy, it's no surprise that Biden sounds like a pharmaceutical vaccine pro, albeit a senile one.

Some vaccines represent an imminent risk to society, by creating the possibility that those vaccinated transmit infectious

agents to others as discussed in the link www.lewrockwell.com/2022/09/no_author/vaxx-free-passports-the-more-log..

 (06/09/2022) A new study conducted by scientists at the University of Colorado con]rms the vast majority of humanity has

had absolutely no choice in the matter of whether they wish to get the Covid-19 injection or not because the vaccinated have

been transmitting antibodies generated by the injections through aerosols. The ]ndings should however come as no surprise

because a con]dential P]zer document had already con]rmed exposure to the mRNA injections was perfectly possible by

skin-to-skin contact and breathing the same air as someone who had been given the Covid-19 jab.

They also, unfortunately, add weight to the claims made by Dr Phillipe van Welbergen, who demonstrated that graphene, an

alleged undisclosed ingredient of the Covid-19 injections, is being transmitted from the vaccinated to the not-vaccinated and

destroying red blood cells and causing dangerous blood clots.

expose-news.com/2022/09/03/study-p]zer-documents-con]rm-shedd-ing/  (09/03/2022)
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Thank you, so spot on!!!
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Randyfast
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Much ado about nothing! I have no fear of the covid monster. Natural immunity is a wonderful thing. The ones who have been

injected, are getting sick - and dying! What's not to understand?
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I see a silver lining in this whole scenario. Which is similar to the 'dialectical materialism' that was referred to in this article - based on

F Hegel's seeming recognition of a 'Dialectic' going on in human history - but beyond the 'materialism' aspect of that interpretation.

And that is that we humans are being forced, by the dynamics of the historical Process going on, now to have to acknowledge that we

are - in Teilhard De Chardin's cogent expression - "spiritual beings having a human experience".

And thus, that there is a larger reality than this 3D-material one that we are currently "strutting and fretting our hour upon the stage" of.

And so, we need to start acting as though that were true, and not - as we are doing, largely, at present - as though it were not. And if we

do, then we will come to see that this current threat, of a global gulag - a totalitarian superstate, stomping on the human face forever -

is simply the reverse image of the Real Thing. Which could be called the kingdom of Heaven - humanity living in perfect alignment with

the Will of its Creator Source.

And thus, calling that reality to come into being. The Synthesis of the historical Process that we have been engaged in. To what

Purpose? Ah. To be discovered. But in the meantime, to wake up enough to realize that Life - as we have known it - is a school. And the

purpose is to graduate. Not to get stuck in it, and keep going around and around in it, as in a washing machine. Having to be exposed

to the same lessons, over and over. Until we get It.
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kibitzer3, I like your philosophical disposition! Thank you. A friend said, and I share this as repeat message for a note of hope: In

her gut feeling, the COVID saga is intended to expose the darkness to the light. Once seen and recognized,there may be a period

of chaos, but it would be brief, she said. Thereafter, there will be peace and order like never before. Maybe this is all about

letting evil do its thing so we can learn not to be ruled by it, and to discredit it, and hence, no longer engage in it.....in the ]nal

analysis of things.
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This is why this period has been prophesied from a number of cultures. We are now witnessing the details.
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A culling few see as true spiritual calling because "ice cream" , is the shorter easier to swallow sameas-
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I see NO silver lining! I do see silver as in precious metals. And the obvious grow/plant, look out for yourself. They are serious

about taking us out! This is only their start.
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So, will cricket burgers be serious competition for the impossible burger?   Personally, I think the reason most government leaders are

on board with this passport is self-preservation. Same reason most Germans went along with the Nazi agenda. Make the passport a

CR tattoo that we all must get and we will have even more in common with the holocaust prisoners. Heck, like the Jews, we have even

been experimented on, only with Mrna gene therapy. What happened to "Never again"?
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I'll take a cricket burger with mustard, onions, lettuce and pickles please - hold the crickets!
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In China, where the CCP long ago imposed social passports and credit scores, the people are in the midst of a massive revolt against

the passports, lockdowns and all the rest of the Great Reset bullhooey. Funny how people seem to prefer freedom over what tyrants

think is best.
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Yes, and you left out there's hardly any evidence of covid, so why these hard lockdowns are being imposed is anyone's guess.

Except Ed Dowd mentioned this appears these are being used to keep people from reaching banks to take their money out...run

on Chinese banks have occurred earlier this year. You may want to check out the latest from Ed on Bannon's War Room.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, footage posted online showed hundreds, possibly thousands of protesters clashing with riot police on the streets of

Urumqi, home to four million residents, many of whom have been banned from leaving their homes for 100 days in response to

a handful of COVID-19. cases. Footage also showed protesters chanting demands for them to be released from lockdowns and

singing the Chinese national anthem and loudly repeating the phrase "Rise up, those who refuse to be slaves." The COVID-19

policy, known as “Zero-COVID”, aims to isolate all people suspected of being infected. Relatively lower number of COVID-19

cases in China compared to other major countries, which has generated many more conQicts as public acceptance of these

protocols fades following numerous lockdowns. A galloping crisis can affect Chuna and by extension the world.

www.brighteon.com/1c37cbc8-6662-4c8b-ab8e-d16402fb9ff1
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Guillermou
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The hypocritical Trudeau supports the Chinese protests against COVID, but not the Canadian ones. On Tuesday, Trudeau told

reporters that he supports the protests for China's freedom and the rights of people to "speak" over the Covid-19 mandates.

“Everyone in China should be able to protest. We will continue to make sure that China knows that we will stand up for human

rights and with people speaking up,” he said. As the Freedom Convoy rocked Ottawa in protest of the Liberal government's

draconian mandates and Covid-19 travel restrictions, Trudeau said the protesters held "unacceptable views" and would be

treated accordingly.

"Those who have been there know that following the science and stepping up to protect each other is the best way to continue

to secure our freedoms, our rights, our values as a country." Shortly after he made the comments, the Trudeau government

invoked the Emergencies Act and froze the bank accounts of protest supporters. Federal, provincial and local police authorities

were also ordered to move into the city center and proceeded to brutalize the remaining peaceful protesters.

www.globalresearch.ca/hypocrite-trudeau-supports-chinese-covid-protest..  (11/29/2022)
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rose - Guess I thought that seemed obvious:) And yes, I've been following Dowd... carefully(?'s). Guillermou - Thanks for great

links.
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Right now the commie PRC is scared - THAT is why they are locking people in. For one thing - PRC commie banks were being

run. THAT is why they re-cracked down on their people for "health" reasons - to keep them AWAY from the banks..  People tend

to only put up with tyrants for so long. Case in point? Benito Mussolini "Il Duce" He was dragged out, shot non fatally, then his

carcass was hung UPSIDE down from a lamp post and he was used for a human pinata, and his corpse left to rot.  NO tyrant

throughout history has ever succeeded for very long. This freak from central casting, Bond villain Dr. Evil Shwabbb (and his crew

of minions) is gonna get it at some point. People are getting VERY fed up.
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Gui; TURDeau is a very poor excuse for a human being! He is an embarrassment to Canada, a Tyrant and a Criminal! How about

we freeze 'his' bank account for Crimes Against Canadians?!
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Nat
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It's up to the individual as to what action they take but I'm not going to play their game. It's time to get rid of smart phones and just

have phones that make calls and send text messages. If I can't travel, so be it. If they want to lock me out of places, so be it. The

crunch will come if they want to place me in a detention centre. (/Quarantine Centre). Not going to happen without a ]ght. We can see

what is happening in China, the WEF model of pandemic control.
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Nat et al, as more and more people wake up to the "Vaccine" "Side effects" (I have talked with staunch believers in mainstream

"medicine" who are ]nally waking up...hard and fast!...as cancer and over-aggression becomes widespread post-vax), then the

"powers" that be ,will indeed lose their power. People will no longer believe in them, and may even oppose them in many

different ways. I do not look forward to such a time, and hope for peace and nonviolence. Certainly, people will at least tune

them out, knowing they are full of lies and snake poison dripping in the name of love and concern for humanity.
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Yes, footage posted online showed hundreds, possibly thousands of protesters clashing with riot police on the streets of

Urumqi, home to four million residents, many of whom have been banned from leaving their homes for 100 days in response to

a handful of COVID-19. cases. Footage also showed protesters chanting demands for them to be released from lockdowns and

singing the Chinese national anthem and loudly repeating the phrase "Rise up, those who refuse to be slaves." Chinese

authorities are facing thousands of protesters across the country in an unprecedented wave of protests over the COVID-19

lockdown policies and CCP tyranny.

The COVID-19 policy, known as “Zero-COVID”, aims to isolate all people suspected of being infected. Relatively lower number of

COVID-19 cases in China compared to other major countries, which has generated many more conQicts as public acceptance of

these protocols fades following numerous lockdowns. A galloping crisis can affect Chuna and by extension the world.

www.brighteon.com/1c37cbc8-6662-4c8b-ab8e-d16402fb9ff1
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I’m trying to make as much money as possible in the next 18 months before the economy crashes. We need a few more things

for the farm and then we’re off the internet and smart phones.
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ellivoc
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Well, that puts pay to any further travel. Never mind, I've been all round the world and to everywhere I wanted to go, Had a year

travelling some years ago. Even the Cook Islands, Itutaki, Petra,, Bethlehem, Machu Pichu, Dead sea, US, Cape Cod, Nantucket,

Martha's Vineyard, Chappaquiddick (can't spell it). Canada, Nova Scotia, NZ, Aus, Tasmania, all Europe, Bali, Lombok, India, well most

places, all DONE. So never mind! Can't go anywhere now anyway as a chihuahua puppy during lockdown and she hates being left so

only campervan holidays from now on in jolly old England! Bye Bye world!, Jennifer
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Because most folk don’t do international travel, and younger generations are increasingly dependent on the wizards behind the curtain,

few will be vocal in their refusal. Those few, see it for what it is, establishing a framework that can easily be expanded to domestic

Qights and all.ALL commerce. Another thought. Why and how have writers and contributors to Mercola ignored accurate Bible

prophecy in the book of Revelation accurately describing this exact scenario 2000 years ago? For folk who are not familiar with

scripture.in John’s dream/vision, in the last days, folk were seen presenting a number in or on their hand, to buy or sell.

In that vision, folk were seen holding their hand to their forehead. John having no idea of cell phone tech., could not discern why. Other

possibilities.a credit card in the hand, an implanted chip, or even a bar code tattoo? John only recorded what he saw in his vision, that

he did not understand. We are there. Soon, rationing is coming. From gas to groceries. My grandparents raised and preserved most

essentials for a year. Todays working/welfare class, jump in our cars and travel to forage for food to last only a few days, until our next

trip.

What happens when all these families realize shortages, and begin buying for a month or longer? Compounded by the current diesel

shortage. For the clueless.delivery trucks run on diesel. Closing as my character usage is out. Prepare to use your new digital passport

to ]ll your tank, enter ball games, buy groceries, even sell to retailers. Unless folk burry their heads in the sand, denying the obvious,

and don’t revolt and refuse this international travel digital passport, our future is predicted.. The Bible and common sense tells me so.
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I keep telling my family that this is Revelation in real time. Some days I feel like the person who runs back into his burning house

to retrieve stuff and dies. The verse that keeps running in my head is "Remember Lot;s wife" I am too enthralled by this world

and I don't even have enough money to pay my mortgage. I can only imagine the compliance that will sweep the earth.
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Randyfast
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The "Mark of the Beast", is not some children's fairy tale. It is here - now!
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Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM
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Then again salt is good, real salt I.e
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1rennalls
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Looking at the map of the countries who comply with the WHO, they are white governments, the countries not complying are the

non-white governments. I guess I’ll stay put in the Caribbean and accept I will no longer be visiting the USA and my country the UK. It

will be a huge sacri]ce.
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ianmac
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1rennals, I hope you're right. I now live in Ecuador.
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Neither of you are missing much.
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Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM
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Whether it's Klaus and the WEF, the WHO, even our own govt, they all share a common thread: each is telling us who they are and what

they want to do. At some point, it makes sense to believe them. When people talk about imposing passports, believe it's what they

want. When a president goes out of his way to hamstring domestic energy production, believe that he means to harm the average

American. When Klaus talks of his cabal's desire to reshape the world, believe him.  China is becoming the model. Apple is helping out

the CPC by severely limiting communication among citizens. The Lancet fantasizes about Chinese-style perpetual lockdowns in

pursuit of zero Covid. And every collectivist body talks about decisions that essentially erase the individual. No one can say they don't

see what's coming, yet an alarming number of people are utterly clueless.
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China has pushed its people too far, killing its people by WELDING them into their apartment where they burned to death...... and

the commies may implode (not soon enough!) . Even though Apple (I will never own another Apple anything (OR Micro-Sux) -

(I'm going full on Linux, and using a dumb phone when this one is no longer supported) - think they are anything but a

manufacturer of a chunk of electronics, they too can p*ss off.  That dirty NAHZEE Shwabb works for Satan-- he can p*ss off - I

don't care WHAT he or his boss Satan want - I didn't elect little king Shwabb the NAHZEE sweinhund sh*t on a stick. And all of

Brandon's horrors are going to start to be reversed starting in January. I am a child of Jesus Christ.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Schwab stated emphatically, that it is "we" (meaning the evil oligarchs) who are going to change the world - and humanity!
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Schwab stated emphatically, that it is "we" (meaning the evil oligarchs) who are going to change the world - and humanity!
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RFlocal
Joined On 9/29/2009 7:25:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No compliance- No co promise- Never bring darkness on par with light-
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Virology is a joke on us all. Until we pull it out at the roots we are all slaves.https://viroliegy.com
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DrBrownstats
Joined On 11/30/2022 6:29:25 AM
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Declarations mean nothing and have no legal standing. It's all a show.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for pointing this out. Could be a sign of how desperate the UN, WEF and WHO have become. However, some

countries may still try to implement this ]nancial/social/medical/territorial control.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DrB, agreed. But mandates were the same and the people fell for them. Even when I printed out the local "proclamation" and

showed it to people, they understood it was all voluntary. They continued to wear the muzzle as to "not create waves" which is

EXACTLY what we all needed to do- create waves to start a tsunami.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Until "we the people" comprehends the true meaning and strength of that statement, we would continue to be enslaved by the

wicked evil entities that wants to replace our Creator..And the list of these morons is growing by the day.. Reconnect to the

Creator and disconnect from evil..
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Cashmatters
Joined On 10/31/2022 7:48:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another horrible story about the end is nigh...people when asked why are they taking an experimental 'vaccine' claimed it was because

they wanted their two weeks on the Spanish coastline (their precious annual holiday). Now that it has been realised the vaccine is a

killer jab, there will be nobody travelling because the jabbed won't be here or seriously ill? So the point to passports is...? Un jabbed

people won't be travelling so the skies will be free for the elites private jets... and the point of vax passes again is...? There is an end

game but it could so easily be changed. Focusing on the what-ifs make it eventually real. Stop giving these elite so much energy.
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Karolina99
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Great insight, thank you
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Found this brief video last night, Delores Cahill interview (recent interview not marked where?): Prof. Dr. Dolores Cahill: People

injected with mRNA vaccine only live for 3 to 5 years - www.bitchute.com/.../XHliP2L0tKoy  - from her description everyone

carrying a vaxxpass will be marking themselves for extinction? DiJcult to wrap head around; however, this is how she see this

playing out. My guess is this is how banks plan to extract individual ]nancial holdings when people succumb to their shot

injuries.
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SaritaSarah
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Excellent point. My husband and I stopped traveling altogether. We haven’t told our families, but we won’t even Qy back to the

U.S. for a wedding or funeral (and the latter is happening far more frequently than the former these days). International is

de]nitely out.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rreal; I've watched that one and I have to agree. I see so many people who have been jabbed and they don't see any danger,

because they are not currently "sick". I've already covered all of this...it's just a matter of time! Exactly what is it that people can't

understand? The nanobot shot is rewriting their Genetic Code!
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HI Randy, Closest guess? DiJcult to believe their govt is trying to signi]cantly shorten everyone's lifespan. Not in their frame of

reference as they've wasted way too many hours keeping up with the Joneses on social media? Apparently many have lost

critical thinking skills as these may no longer be required to read beyond headlines and what affects their daily existence. Sad

commentary?
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Randyfast
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Rreal; since they're already thinking illogically and irrationally, could it be that they believe if they start thinking too much that

their brain might explode? That makes about as much sense as the rest of the cov-idiocy.
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Lizschneider53
Joined On 2/4/2021 4:24:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FK those evil bastards!! I've had enough! Have YOU??!!! ENOUGH jib jabbing!! Let's stand up and tell them we are NOT going to take

anymore of their crap!!!
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Lou321
Joined On 8/18/2022 5:05:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There has to be a plan....write a blog...make a video...start a website..... Wake the sleeping goats.
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lin4350
Joined On 6/26/2013 12:40:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm with you! So far apart from protests and refusing there's not much I can see we can actually do, but I won't be complying

with any of this. No passport? Fine, I'll stay home. I've done so for the last three years and I've survived. I pay cash everywhere I

can possibly do so and where possible refuse to give my business to card-only shops - I walk out after telling them why. What

more can we do at the moment?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Here's a clip of a Japanese Professor in Kyoto who is extremely angry with their entire approval system in discussion with their

Ministry of Health. He summarizes the shot (drug damage) issue in a brief few minutes: "Dr Masanori Fukushima, Professor

Emeritus at Kyoto University, warns about vax harms" www.bitchute.com/.../yoVWg5D352Am  - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ version

has English subtitles, here's the short version: Dr Masanori Fukushima, Professor Emeritus at Kyoto University, warns about vax

harms to the Japanese Ministry of Health: "You are ignoring science! It's a disaster. You spend billions on the vaccine & force

people to inject it...due to the vax, natural immunity has been suppressed"
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SaritaSarah
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Lou321, I just sent in my ]rst article to New Dawn about this. It’ll be published in the January issue. It’s so sickening!
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Joined On 5/12/2010 3:56:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I votis for Otis101!
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memyselfampi
Joined On 11/25/2008 5:49:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will NOT be participating. Meanwhile, our countries are being Qooded with illegal immigrants, carrying all kinds of disease and a great

many of them are hardcore criminals. It has been reported that 18,000 are crossing the U.S. border daily now, that's over 500,000 a

MONTH. And exactly WHO is paying for their clothing, food, shelter, medical, mobile phones, power and everything else? The U.S.

government? Exactly WHO funds them? HARDWORKING, U.S. TAXPAYERS. The goal is to destroy all White nations. That's NOT

"conspiracy theory", it's a spoiler alert and veri]able FACT.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is why the Biden Regime is so focused on abolishing the 2nd amendment. An unarmed population can be controlled. It is also

why they want to get rid of all fossil fuels. As long as you have gas, water and guns you have control of your future. When they make

everything electric they will have complete control over you. Never give up your guns and have lots of gas and ammo in storage. For

those who want self-defense without guns, consider an oxygen mask and ]re extinguishers. A simple hand-held ]re extinguisher will

blind and suffocate your attacker.

A better choice is a Halon-1301 ]re suppression system that’s known as a “Qooding” system that literally takes all the oxygen out of a

room. This will incapacitate anyone you enters your home. The enemy can’t harm you if they have no oxygen to breathe. Getting a

Halon1301 system is a bigger challenge. It was banned in the USA in 1994, but you can still get the materials to build and recharge

your own. It is still in use, they just don’t allow new systems to be installed. Any store owner who fears being robbed should have one

on the ready.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't need an amendment to give me a privilege to protect and defend my family. Anyone who gives up that God given right is

an utter fool and deserves the consequences.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah, JamNjim - you may want to read this NYTimes article (as CONTROLLED INFORMATION) from yesterday: assume they are

talking about forced vaccn of the elderly?? "China Uses Surveillance, Intimidation to Snuff Out Covid Protests" -

www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/china-uses-surveillance-intimidation-to-s..  - umph. Fear and Loathing barely describes this

police/military response to peaceful protest.
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mirandola, you are being naive. When you "hand them the bill for the hired help to shop for you." and they shoot you between the eyes

and kick your carcass into a road drain, we will all be on notice. This is Trump talk and we see how that went.
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brianallen1
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, he is for real. Millions of people know this, however, he is the only one with the guts to say it. Time for you to get real and

accept how evil this world really is. You ain't seen nothing yet.
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Hercster
Joined On 1/6/2021 8:14:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Please. Are you for real?" They have killed hundreds of thousands , and inured millions with this toxic shot. Are YOU for real,

thinking genocide will not include we the people ? Of course it will. They will force a shot on us, again with no ingredient list, and

more people will die. Maybe billions, who knows. But I am not even remotely foolish enough to think they give a rats a$$ about

we the useless eaters. And I KNOW, because I read Agenda 21, that they want a world with a population under a billion. While I

know that technology and AI has made most of us obsolete. Oh ya, wait for it, they are coming for all of us.
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET
Joined On 9/3/2021 4:31:02 PM
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Hidden power. Who is this hidden power that is imposing this "order" on the world?
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Pernella1121
Joined On 7/5/2017 10:54:38 PM
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When we ]nd out who it really is, men's hearts will fail for fear.
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headache2
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You can't comply your way out of tyranny
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brianallen1
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You can only comply your way into the tyranny of tyranny.
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Looks like it may be time for the State of Texas to secede.
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Yeah. Finally
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raynetherwood
Joined On 11/17/2020 10:31:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, I dread saying this, but waiting for what happens with the jabbed. Will “unexplained deaths” become exponential and truly create

a great reset (as in remove 6B over the next 3-5 years), which conceivably might negate all of this passport nonsense (depending of

course on who remains “standing”).
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, you may want to refer to my posted link, somewhere above, to Prof. Deloris Cahill's brief interview, held recently.
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mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM
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A reckoning is coming for these people. The last ride of Wyatt Earp and his immortals.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PRECISELY. I don't care or how deep their hidey hole is - they are going to be extracted and face the wrath of humanity. They

might want to think long and hard about what the Italian people did to "Il Duce" Benito Mussolini..... (Hint - it was not pretty).

"Hiddler" got off easy. NO tyrant throughout the history of humanity has ever succeeded for very long and they all end up torn

apart - in very ugly ways. That goes double for "Dr. Evil out of central casting" Shwabb.   " “You tell ’em I’m comin! And hell’s

comin’ with me, you hear?” - Tombstone  "“You called down the thunder. Well, now you got it.” - Tombstone.  "I fear all we have

done is awaken a sleeping tiger" - Adm. Yamamoto, December 7th, 1941 (Pearl Harbor).
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RebelChickJMJ
Joined On 6/7/2021 11:16:36 AM
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It’s a HARD HELL NO to these DEMON$ of Death, Depopulation, Destruction & Transhumanism
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They sure have exposed themselves, big-time, and this caused a new wave of discussion and books demolishing Pasteur's fraudulent

Germ Theory, which is the shabby excuse for the whole toxic scam called vaccination, and the C19 hoax also focused a lot more

attention on their other real conspiracies, which people previously paid far less attention to! ALL VACCINES ARE WORSE THAN

USELESS; yes, all the damned toxic jabs! A social credit/control system can only last while the masses think the costs are worth

paying for the bene]ts, but that is already failing in China, because the bene]ts are falling, and such a system will fail much faster in

Western countries.

Feudalism failed because it became too labour-intensive, thus uneconomical, to keep people subservient, so capitalism was

introduced, where the slavery was cleverly disguised, via rentierism and debt currency inQation, with trickle-down goods price rises.

Capitalism is failing due to the excessive greed and corruption of the very wealthy, and going back to feudalism isn't going to be

possible! The only real solution is to topple the Ponzi tower of meritless hierarchy, of the decadent, stupid, very wealthy and their

private corporation scam, and rebalance wealth to where it is actually earned.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The higher they rise, the harder they will fall. And it is already becoming apparent, to many unwitting sheep/labrats who ]nally

are waking up. I have talked to about a dozen of them, I am referring to people in the most casual and public settings.
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If you were aware of the history of the Protestant Reformation you would know that the failure of feudalism came as a result of

people knowing the truth and exposing the lies of the ruler vatican antichrist. The whole world has received freedom , private

property and capitalism from the results of the truth being spread through the gospel and the bible in the Protestant

Reformation. Before that started in 1517, the world was under the tyranny of Rome/vatican [1260 years] and they looted and

con]scated the wealth and enslaved the people of all nations they "explored". Think of So. America and Central

America/Mexico. ANYWAY, more need to read this history and see how it has led to the tyranny we are seeing develop into world

gov't.

It has been a steady and stealthy onslaught by those responsible for the Counter Reformation, the jesuits and all their many

secret societies. This seat of power and authority [the beast, of which the pope is head]] is said to be given by the dragon/Satan

in Revelation 13. The failure [OF FEUDALISM] was GOD'S WILL which sent the light of the truth [the gospel] to destroy evil. Now

is their time of judgments and plagues for all their wickedness [Revelation 16,17 ,18.] They are given over to their reprobate

minds, to believe lies and not be saved.
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per655675
Joined On 5/29/2022 5:31:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree with everything stated, except the comment about Epstein being dead. He is not. They are masters of manipulating your

thinking. This say one thing, knowing very well that you will not believe it and will believe option B. When all along option B is what they

wanted you to embrace. They claimed Epstein killed himself, knowing that you would believe he was murdered. All while he was

walked out in the middle of the night and now is living large in South America or Israel. They claimed Covid started in Wuhan market

due to bats, knowing that you would embrace the leaked info (leaked by them) that the virus leaked from a lab.

All while the deaths that we witnessed were them testing their 5G weaponry. (remember the images of those in China, dressed in suits

on the street or shopping in a store - none looking sick whatsoever; and then suddenly they appeared to be struggling to breathe and

died on the spot. When set at the 'right' frequency, 5G will prevent the blood from absorbing oxygen. Then the majority listed as covid

deaths were all typical annual deaths from other sources incl Qu, car accidents, gunshot wounds etc. ). But I digress. Just wanted to

point out the Epstein is alive and kicking.
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Epstein, Bin Laden, Hussein and the rest are all living large underground. Really, under.
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Bawellbeing
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Add as Friend  Send Message

How do you know about Epstein? Prove your conjecture. It's just as easy to conjecture that he was murdered like a cornered rat

is killed, because he was set to squeak/squeal on his black book clientele.
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chuxtuff
Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I won't Qy especially to overseas locations until this crap is deep sixed. And I'll bet there are many others just like me too. Who elected

Klause Schwab and his bunch of Globalist ghetto creating Qunkies to anything??? Here in the US he's powerless and is basically

Unconstitutional. And as soon as we get a real Gov't in this country by sending the Marxist Joe Biden packing, all these globalist

ambitions will go up in a whiff of smoke. Hopefully from a couple of Hell]re missiles steered towards them so they can...disappear

forever along with their outrageous plans and schemes for world dominion they keep coming up with. These people are despicable

and deserve everything we can throw at them which hopefully will be enough to send them to that "Great Beyond" where globalist

radicals with dangerous ideas like themselves belong...
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Lynnfay
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Not sure why you all pick you only will receive messages from "friends" when you reply to others. I am not sure what you think will

work if you don't manage to ]x elections. Obviously, protests don't work unless it is for one of their causes--I guess you want to go to

jail. I'm for protesting but if you are implying armed insurrection is the answer, I doubt it.
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nomogmo
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm not convinced that people choose to receive personal messages on this forum from "friends only" - I have not seen one yet

that I can message without asking ]rst to be a "friend" - could it be this is a default setting? I don't remember choosing whether

to receive messages from friends only. But then, there are plenty of other things I don't remember...
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It is default setting
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Love how you reply to my message but don't receive them from others, Raven. Anyway, if "we the people" do not get ahold of our

elections and elect leaders that deal with this on a national stage, we are toast. Period. Obviously, protesting doesn't work anywhere.

Not in Canada and not on Jan. 6th. Most of those people just followed people into the capitol (and it was a false Qag operation to

begin with). Too many "we the people" nevertheless voting for fascists like Joe Biden. So "we the people" better stop doing that.
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When will people ever realize that you could have 100% honest elections, voting in all the "right people" and it wouldn't make a

damn bit of difference. All politicians are nothing but corrupted actors on a stage. You are being played. Stop believing the play.
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George Carlin said it best lol https://youtu.be/qxsQ7jJJcEA
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I totally disagree that people getting out on the streets is meaningless and worthless (yet another way NWO/Great Resetters

count on you to give up your indie power as a sovereign human being). There are plenty of worldwide examples of mass street

protests creating signi]cant chane. And one does not have to hearken back all the way to the Iron Curtain!  The thing is, we

Americans have become much too complacent about getting off our collective arses and onto the streets en masse. And, as Dr.

Mercola has stated, we adults are the ones it is left up to, since we have lived in a world and were not born denying history (as

new gens are being tutored in so ss to make it easier to enslave them into the AI future they're set to inherit if things keep going

the way they're going. So, Boomers, let's agree to dust off our protesting protocols and get out on the streets of America

enmasse and with all the rest of the courageous humanity around the world already out there!
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Well, I don't totally think protesting is a waste of time, but you have to have the goal of ]xing elections. Or inQuencing policy

which requires dealing with politicians.  SOMEBODY is always going to be in charge, so you can't ignore that. It's not likely the

whole government will be toppled. Nor would that be a good thing probably.  That's the point. I can't ]gure out where some of

these people are coming from.
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I see it as a race between the Great Reset and the legal system. Unfortunately, "The law grinds exceeding slow, but it grinds exceeding

small." I fear that it will be too late to grind exceeding small.
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There is no more "law".
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The legal system is very slow. I am suing the pharmaceutical company that terminated me for not taking the experimental

shots. My case started almost a year ago and is painfully slow. My attorney is con]dent we will eventually win; he took my case

pro-bono. More people are following my lead, and I encourage everyone to ]ght this madness in anyone they can. I know of a

man that created a private membership group for “purebloods” in California. In that group they have created a private network

of medical providers, business owners, and more that do not follow the draconian rules of their dictator governor. I am not a

part of that group because I live in a “Free State” but think it is a great idea for those in areas like Commie California. It’s a quiet

way to unite and ]ght. Maybe someone on here needed to read this to do the same in their own area.
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Brian; I think it's the "New Normal" law!
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Then the only effective thing against the New Normal Law is frontier justice.
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Anyone here that believes Republican politicians are better protecting our freedoms do tell which ones are speaking out trying to stop

all of this??? I already know most if not all Dems are willing to give up our freedoms but now that Republicans will be taking control in

The House there should be some of them standing up, speaking out, trying to stop this? Even though I do know there were also some

Republicans that voted with Dems for The Patriot Act that took some of our freedoms away just wondering if any of them are now

trying to protect our freedoms??

I actually don't think there is much difference anymore between the two parties. Both want wars, have the same donors, and are

allowing major Corps to tell them what to pass and not pass. In addition to the Republicans that also voted for The Patriot Act. And by

the way anyone that doesn't have to travel should avoid it and refuse to get these vaccine passports! Unless it's really urgent our

freedoms are more important than being able to Qy on a plane. If enough people refuse it then they would stop trying to enforce it??
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The board that certi]ed the Arizona gubernatorial (s)election is majority Republican. Looks like we're all Robinson Crusoes now,

marooned on our respective islands. Maybe I can develop a new species of colder climate coconuts to set the mood.
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they are all bad people. every last one of them. remember what happened in France.
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Gates is the largest private donor of the WHO who is propelling control, domination and Depopulation for his bene]t and the

Globalists. The Passport can't insure illness can be contained to one area or person. Illness has been here since the beginning of time

and will always travel everywhere and anywhere. This passport has no bene]t to anyone but the Globalists.
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Back in California......... Last year, we suddenly received an outrageous utility bill.  Explanation: 'You exceeded your allowance' ! We

were punished for 'exceeding our allowance' and had to pay about twice as much for 3 months (until the company decided we have

returned into our allowance range for good).  The utility company has never appreciated our request that they have to replace the

'smart meter' with a fully analog model. Alone that guaranteed us a higher bill since the meter wasn't read every month but usage was

estimated.  Mis- and Underinformed people are causing a lot of problems for humanity. Whatever the topic. It's always the same.

Mis/disinformation of 'the masses' is always being used against us,
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I am a French native who has lived for many years in the US. For the last 10 years, I have been following closely what is going on with

this Agenda. I saw Western European countries degrading very rapidly. I tried to warned my American friends, my in-laws, even people

I did not know well, about the open borders, the rocketing crime increase, the rapes, the shrinking police, the gratuitous violence, the

impoverishment, the increasing Communist agenda, or rather the new Bolshevik one, the maddening surveillance, the woke culture

that started in Western Europe many years before it started in the US. I sent book and videos from Rosa Koire, I explained that the

Kalergi Plan was coming to the US.

Even with intelligent, educated people, it went largely above their head. The fact that most Americans do not know and are not

interested in international geopolitics is a serious issue. Most people I speak with don't know the existence of the G20., or if they do,

they don't care, like if they were absolutely not concerned by it. The success of this evil is principally due to the masses being

increasingly distracted, unable to focus, getting less and less educated, with a large majority having become obese, sloppy and unable

to think, on digital leash. Now, they also are vaccinated and manipulated like tittle miserable puppets that they are. Humanity is not

looking good.
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Excellent commentary on the state of things.
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They cannot because We will not!
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These )$(*#)$*) a$$hats think they can rule the world, that We're not going to resist, and well, considering how obediently the sheeple

went to their own slaughter by taking the gmo kill shot(s), they could well be right. HOWEVER, We The People, with two brain cells to

rub together and think critically and reason logically with common sense, KNOW BETTER, and WILL RESIST!?!?! I'm not sure if the old

senile pedo pete pos demon can enforce this - it is UnConstitutional. congrass would have to okay it, and though the demonRats will

naturally go along, hopefully there are enough republicanTs and MAGA/America First Conservatives among them that will shut it

down, especially when We let them know We won't stand for it?!
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Floriploiesteanu
Joined On 2/5/2021 4:48:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And what do we do with the sudden death effect after mRNA? These psychopaths must be killed! You have weapons in USA, why don't

you shoot them? The USA is guilty that the WHO and the UN are active in your country, you must eliminate them!
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pecanroll
Joined On 7/2/2020 10:12:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I texted my sister about today’s article re: passports and she replied Jesus is Coming.She took the PVaxx in 02/2021and gave me

permission to repost a comment she made regarding an analysis of a recent Medical journal article from Lancet.This happened to her:

The analyses is silent of the 1st 24 - 72 hours and 1st 14 days of critical inclusion of both Mild and Moderate and Serious Adverse

Events.Please re-analyze the data to visualize a robust, unbiased understanding of the trajectory of the response to the Covid 19

mRNA shot.Note that this is being asked by myself who knows of the dangers of this EUA chemical. The P]zer Covid 19 shot created

in my body life threatening Serious Adverse Events in the 1st second and minutes (anaphylaxis), (cardiac injuries such as lethal

arrhythmias like ventricular tachycardia and supraventricular tachycardia; serious hypertension 240/130; heart attack), stroke signs

and symptoms; diaphoresis, shortness of breath; crushing and piercing repetitive sword like pain thru my heart, lungs, and abdomen;

edema; and absolute suffering since that very day to now 3 months shy of 2 years in February 2021.

I developed functionally altering and minute by minute life threatening myocarditis, pericarditis, HTN, micro-clotting, Lupus, Crohn’s

disease, Achille’s tendonosis and plantar fasciitis requiring physical therapy for a year, extreme fatigue, and I could go on.There was no

help from P]zer, the FDA, the CDC, or other government agencies, when opportunity was provided.I am not the only health care worker

this happened to.My report to VAERS was removed and a report not true stands in its place.So, please re-run the data for a true

understanding of what happens after the mRNA shot during the ]rst 14 days. Caveat: Likely under-reporting and lack of reporting to

the data bank capturing Adverse and Serious AE due to people like myself being incapacitated due to sufferining and literally trying to

stay alive from adverse/serious AE and/or deaths.
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pecanroll
Joined On 7/2/2020 10:12:50 PM
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And here is the Lancet article on substack peterhalligan.substack.com/p/lancet-study-of-severe-outcomes-amongst/c..
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am so sorry. I have a daughter in a similar situation, but not as extreme. Another bioweapon. Tell her I will be praying that her

faith remains strong.
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johnnymars
Joined On 8/29/2015 11:09:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'll have to tour in non-G20 countries that accept non-klottchotted tourists. Fukkem and their poisons!
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wendyb.
Joined On 4/27/2011 5:42:34 PM
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It’s ]ne and brave to say, I do not consent’ when all around you have given up. BUT, what if they take you in and threaten you with

torture and small cell con]nement with nothing but rats and roaches for company (and maybe food)? What if they threaten your

family??
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've been inde]nitely incarcerated without bail for walking my dog without a leash on my dirt road. No rats but everything else. I

would just offer it up to the Lord. I WILL NOT COMPLY!
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imnaha
Joined On 10/25/2011 1:19:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The issue is not the "safe and effective" vax , that is a Rope A Dope proposition. The issue IMHO is: "When did God die and leave these

*ssholes in charge? Perhaps the Elohim have returned and are calling the shots now (pun intended). We have to identify the power

behind the enemy is so we can stop this B.S. in it's tracks, before we all become techno serfs or worse.
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Helena442
Joined On 9/12/2022 7:58:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don’t claim these vcns are innocent by any means. Hell no. I believe they will work with this next generation technology. But I don’t

believe only the vcntd are in danger re this technology. Or, I often wonder if the vcntd will adapt better to this electro-magnetic soup

we’re living in on purpose. If so, in the most non human and Godless way. They can be surveilled this way on another level. I pray I’m

wrong, often. But again with the technology none of this is possible. They know this so they encourage the vcn horrors talk. As we

allow towers, phones, tablets and led and blue light to disease us, kill us and surveil us. Bluetooth ear pods and the wired earphones

with metal running through the tubing is making a great increase in acoustic neuromas, ear and throat issues.

Wonder why they took the ability to plug in earphones? But the hollow tubed anti radiation earphones and an adapter for it. We

absolutely must sacri]ce and regress technology wise if we are to survive. And is it really then regression? This sitting on our kids

Laos and the light in their eyes is making zombies out if them and over time they will get ill. But they’re sue without out it! We hear

often. On the contrary is the answer. Take a good look at our youth. There is a loss of humanity. Take it back everyone. God bless. And

men stop buying 72 inch “ smart” tv’s etc. tech is the killer, controller and all surveillance now.
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Lynnfay
Joined On 9/17/2009 9:48:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's unbelievable these people on here reply to your posts but don't receive any. That says about all you need to know about them.

Incredible hubris. BrianAllen1. And others. We may not be able to ]x the election system or the system at all, but good luck

over-throwing the government. Which you seem to imply is the only recourse. Balkanization might be the only answer. But if you keep

up insinuations like you are, that will likely not end well.
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up insinuations like you are, that will likely not end well.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Most people are automatically set up to respond to friends. You are welcome to send a request to me or just respond to my

comment. Feel free to tell me I'm full of it- no problem.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Btw, no way to overthrow the gubmint, but those doing their dirty work will be met with force.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/30/2022 6:21:22 PM
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You mean someone in the administration lied?
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dejure
Joined On 8/23/2009 3:38:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

SIDE NOTE: Building a house is possible because we don't build it all at once. First, we lay a foundation. Next, we frame walls. After

that, we install a roof or sheath the walls. And so on and so on. So too it is with what we call government. It is not a single thing. There

are thousands of them (local, state and federal) across our land. Not one of them could do either good or evil were it not for the agents

working for them. When dealing with a given government, we deal with agencies and the individual agents manning them.

Just as those governments do, as evidenced by law journals that report cases in which agents were jailed for everything from theft to

murder. Governments are far less intimidating when it can be, lawfully, made personal. And it, usually, can be. Very few agencies seem

able to follow their own policies and procedures. Then there is that those policies and procedures cannot add to or take from the law,

least the agents be guilty of usurping the power of another branch.
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metman
Joined On 11/29/2022 11:03:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The mark of the beast"
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msmaxima
Joined On 9/27/2010 1:04:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Get bitcoin and put in hardware wallet. Do NOT leave on exchanges.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, it's worked to control me! I can't think of leaving the country while this is going on ~ as we all know they can change the rules

anytime they want.... I don't want to be locked out! I know many people who got the vax so they could go on a trip they had already paid

for.
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where will you be when the SHTF? Because the S-will-HTF! This is no time for Pollyanna mentality!
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Hercster
Joined On 1/6/2021 8:14:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've often wondered.... "Guillermo is a baby boy name of Mexican and Spanish origin meaning “strong-willed warrior” and “with gilded

helmet”. The Spaniards of the early days are known as proli]c conquerors, no doubt in thanks to the aforementioned strong-willed

warriors." Whats up Doc ?
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dfarrich
Joined On 3/28/2016 1:46:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey Klaus, you a cousin to Adlof? Ask him how that worked out.
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Utah has preemptive law against it. Have legislatures create preemptive law in your states and locations. A picture is worth a thousand

words. I wish I could post it here, but you may request it by email. RonaldHLevine4548@yahoo.com
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Brocephus
Joined On 8/3/2021 7:30:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mirandola Posted On 11/30/2022 2:08:46 AM ?? With what money they will have it all locked down.?.
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loloinc
Joined On 9/13/2012 6:46:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is wrong with me that Dr. Campbell's video made me burst out laughing? It's not because anything he quoted or showed was

funny... it's because of the utter, (almost) total, inversion of what is good, true, beautiful, loving and even divine in humanity. It is

because of the unbelievable absurdity of what the human species has bought into, hook, line, sinker and brain. Everything in the

material world that used to be an anchor of sanity and comfort has been perverted into antitruth. I appreciate Tessa Lena's visible

anchor into Truth and Love, which are divine attributes which cannot be perverted, if we anchor ourselves there internally.
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Nuckollsr
Joined On 11/30/2022 11:32:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Never let a crisis go to waste . . . if you need a crisis, create one."  Covid was never a 'pandemic' . . . the legacy media and health

institutions did a pretty fair job in pitching the narrative. But in the ]nal analysis, they fell on their arses. In the US, one of the

WORST affected countries, total death toll was on the order of 1 million out of 330 millions. My 4th grade math tells me that

1M/330M = 0.003 or ONE THIRD OF ONE PERCENT. Name any historical pandemic with so low a mortality rate? At the same

time, name any historical pandemic with a lesser impact on the economy and social fabric of a nation? Oh yeah, C19 is not

'novel'. Researchers have discovered decades old patents on DNA patterns unique to C19. C19 and it's siblings have been the

lab-toys for those with evil intent for a long time. Covid 19 was a created crisis . . . a malevolent despotic progressives

wet-dream come true.
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Lynnfay
Joined On 9/17/2009 9:48:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah, and the only hope for freedom is if we can ever get someone like DeSantis in there who will pull us out of all this. Of course, that

means harvesting votes, persuading people like they do in the big cities, and early voting. We have to court minorities in the big cities;

otherwise, we're toast here.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are already toast if you put your trust in ANY politician to save you.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is WE THE PEOPLE who will correct this. It will not be anyone else.  THIS is OUR country as President Lincoln said. WE will

NEVER bow down to a king, a potentate a tyrant or a king sh*t on a stick. THIS is MY country - I was born free and I shall die

free, The ONLY one I will eve bow down to is Jesus Christ. Period.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Elections have ALWAYS been rigged! Vote all you want; it will change nothing!
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Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DeSantis is another Zionist Clown...You are still waiting for a " Savior" Don't You ??????????????????????/
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wendyb.
Joined On 4/27/2011 5:42:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I heard that Desantis worked at Guantanamo in his early career and laughed watching the torture sessions. Any comments on

that?
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

wendyb. The former prisoner at Guantanamo who said that about Desantis was a tool of the left, trying to discredit Desantis.
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SomeMo888
Joined On 7/17/2022 11:04:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

3 crypto billionaires have had sudden deaths the last few weeks. Are they being pushed out so they don’t get in the way of government

CBDC’s?
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ellivoc
Joined On 6/22/2010 8:06:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Which ones were they?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Never saw any news about bitcoin billionaires, other than a lot of money was lost with FTX's bankruptcy, the biggest Ponzi

scheme of all schemes. Did see an article brieQy outlining that the Chinese scientist who was primarily responsible for their

sinovac covid-19 shot died suddenly (prematurely, was offed?). Inferred the Chinese shot was not performing as promised to

stop all covid cases. Apparently the CCP was not happy about that. This tidbit disappeared before I trapped it.
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Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can you name them Please ???????????????????
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nomogmo
Joined On 9/7/2010 2:08:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To those asking: go to qwant search engine on Brave browser and search crypto billionaires sudden death. Whoa.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't know all of them, but Tiantian Kullander was one: aged 30.
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dburt68hotmail.com
Joined On 11/30/2022 8:22:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only way to stop these demonrats or the NEW LIBERAL SOCIAL XCOMMI NAZI WOKE PARTY IS TO UNDERSTAND THAT they

MUST BE rounded UP and MADE To pay for all their crimes against the entire world. THIS means a purge of them from earth forever,

DEATH penalties on all of the people who voted on this , on all people who created COVID starting with Fauci and his so called
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DEATH penalties on all of the people who voted on this , on all people who created COVID starting with Fauci and his so called

scientists, on all Demonrats in the USA government, state Government, county governments, city governments and school boards. WE

MUST hunt them from the top down people not for the bottom up. We must not give any of these things mercy as they will never give a

person, a child or a baby mercy.

WE must remove them from every taking, breathing, eating, thinking, planning, processing planning ever again. IT is the only way to

prevent them from enslaving humanity and destroy this planet. We must also get to a point where we - humanity, without any of these

demornat being allowed to leave to anywhere because they will be dead for their crimes, can leave this planet and establish colonies

on other planets outside of our solar system so we have back up places to prevent this attempt at this enslavement of the entire world

population ever again.
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Mofwoofoo
Joined On 11/30/2022 7:15:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Enough is enough. It is long past time to end the scourge of corrupt governments. Many governments are subverted, controlled, and

corrupted by "economic hitmen" (www.youtube.com/watch ) and the solution to this is horizontal governance

(www.youtube.com/watch ). Eliminating politicians and lobbyists and putting democracy into the hands of the people. Please spread

these 2 videos if you agree.
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It was unthinkable a few years, how they would transition to the formation of a one-world government, now we see there are enough

people willing to commit evil to go along with it, they must be utterly insane to think they can create a system of total control.
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Cause and effect. Collect and connect the "dots." IMHO this action by the G20 was in effect caused by those who never asked a single

question or at any time skeptical, never did any basic research (PCR - Dr. Kary Mullis?) (spike protein?) (whats in the "jab"?), and just

accepted the "jab." Just stood there and took the "jab." And then got back in line, their only disappointment being they didn't get the

"tee-shirt." Tyranny is enabled by those unaware and unquestioning members of society.

When I see those still wearing masks - I give them my most foul gaze - "you fool." But I understand - victims of our indoctrination

(education) system and fearful (ignorance and fear - common bedfellows). Moving forward (I don't hold grudges) - "More regimes have

been brought, piecemeal, to their knees by what was once called “Irish Democracy”—the silent, dogged resistance, withdrawal, and

truculence of millions of ordinary people—than by revolutionary vanguards or rioting mobs."

www.theburningplatform.com/2021/02/08/a-strange-game-part-two/#more-23..  "Wake up and ]ght." ~ Woody Gruthrie resolution

#30
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Just remember before judging everyone wearing a mask that not everyone is wearing them because of the virus! I know this

really old guy that can't hold his head up at all where his head hangs down all the time and he wears a mask for a different

reason. Without getting gross maybe you can ]gure out why so there could also be other reasons why some people wear

masks. But people wearing the masks because of the virus I agree with you.
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Nancy Pelosi and Obama began as community organizers. Organize your county. your state etc. but take a stand. This passport is a

form of slavery. Attack it and the people involved from that viewpoint. The anti constitutionality alone is an insult to the US but also it

is an attack on the world's people. Where in this is my life, liberty, and especially my pursuit of happiness? What has happened to our

constitution and the bill of rights?
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toilet paper as soon as the country lusted after inequality and gave the banks the power to create debt out of thin air.
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A Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC) here in the U.S.A. may be closer than we think. Here's a recent video by George Gammon in

which he discusses the Federal Reserve's CBDC. www.youtube.com/watch
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world wide
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This is nothing less than crimes against humanity!
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Are the globalist, technocrats. etc. not vaxxed. knowing the repercussions and when shown In public getting vaxxed, being injected

with saline or something faux?
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of course they are not. Saline shot if they took one to convince the fools it was safe...
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I have many friends who "took the vaccine" because they want to travel. I am watching so may people get sick, die and have all kinds

of "sudden" health problems. It's tragic. Some are so young. When is the saviour coming?
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When He chooses. Do not faint. Get rid of all your remaining sins.
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In an open, honest world, my vaccine passport would say "not vaccinated by personal decision". And it would work just like any other

vaccine passport. This type of vaccine passport could be used worldwide to track the effectiveness - or not - and the negative effects

of all vaccines. In a closed, dishonest world, I don't get a vaccine passport because I'm a sinner. And nobody can track consequences

of vaccines because only the vaccinated can be tracked. I want my vaccine passport to say "not vaccinated." to your health, tracy
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That would be the case, like many examples, if there wasn't an agenda.
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A "vaccine passport" is totally wrong and unnecessary, even if they would allow your "not vaccinated buy personal decision." And

the latter is no one's business. Going along, even just a tiny bit, empowers them.
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People will loot everything. The economy will grind to a halt and many people will die. The USA will look like Afghanistan. Nobody will

travel internationally.
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And that is the intent of the globalist. When chaos rules, the herd will run to them for safety.
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Chaos may be looming dead ahead, as least a deep economic recession for a time (not as deep as 2007-08)...Europe is heavily

dependent on goods from China, while China is going through massive economic downturn due to a series of bad investments.

How this plays out is anyone's guess right now.
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We lost our privacy a long time ago. The patriot act was perhaps the ]rst public announcement of that. Prior, when at&t ruled the

phone lines, key words in people's conversations would trigger taping of conversations. Then we were told we needed chips in our

mobile phones to ]nd lost people or get to someone having a heart attack. How did that work out. People still cannot be found and

why are there such services for medical alert devices. Shouldn't our phone serve that purpose. If you use a phone or computer, you are

already being tracke and monitored. Two friends were having an in-perso conversation about a cruise that one was thinking of taking.

The next thing, they get an ad on their mobile phones which were not being used, but within ramge of their voices, from the exact

company they mentioned. Two other friends were at a restaurant on a freezing cold day. One told the other that vodka in the hot apple

cider would be good. They got ads for Qasks on their mobile phones. If you want to read Dr Mercola's informative articles, you can only

do so by using a 'chipped' digital device. If you want to comment on articles or communicate with readers, you can only do so with a

'chipped' digital device. How do you say no to that?
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Justi]cation is, there is no effective means by which pathogenic agents can be contained. MRNA used as a vaccine methodology is

Qawed. Disinfection is an established Qawless methodology of 120 years of clinical use which already exists, with OTC high

concentration silver protein that globally was World Health Organization Essentials Medicine until only a short time ago. When queried,

NIH states people won’t do it’[anymore] and appears to be our own fault for having the freedom to relinquish our autonomy to manage

on our own. In all the getting of knowledge we are admonished to get wisdom. It personally is a choice to manage down physical

discomfort with the wisdom of disinfecting oneself and as well equally as important, to continue to provide disinfection as an

additional established effective method to assist the domestic and global public health.

It is my assertion the medical profession equally is at fault here. Just as it appears few will discuss disinfection because it stops the

game, stopping the fear of pathogenic agents at the entry points of the body against which the individual can militate on their own in

the immediate, threatens to steal the thunder. So, much ado about nothing, in truth. Know the truth and the truth will set you free.
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The more they are exposing themselves the more they drag themselves i to the theatre of the absurd. So we mnow the future, and it

shouldn’t work. But how do it, how do we make them stop? https://cutt.ly/31RbENk
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Only the guns can stop them!
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The former democracies together with the tyrants of the world working together to restrict our freedoms. It is the world they want but

the world they are not getting. And Brandon ....he is a brainless puppet.
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Oh no Doc. The worst is yet to come. When they change suggested euthenasia for depression, into mandated euthenasia for

independent thinking.
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